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Key Events to Watch

Equities: Indices in Europe have opened higher on Friday morning, after yesterday's
sell-off which saw the equity groupings push towards the bottom of their respective
Q3 ranges. The S&P 500 closed relatively strongly last night compared to its
European counterparts, on the back of stronger than expected corporate results in
the US. VIX at $27.40 on Friday.
Currencies: The Dollar ticked higher yesterday as a risk-off tone gripped financial
markets and investors sought a safe-haven. Concerns are continuing to grow around
re-imposed restrictions across Europe as the second wave shows no sign of slowing.
GBP has been choppy this week, investors will pay close attention to the outcome of
the EU Summit today and Boris Johnson's latest narrative.
Safe-havens: Gold has been quiet since Tuesday's sell-off, the metal has remained
between $1,880 and $1,940 for two weeks now as traders await ore clarity over the
US election and the potential delay on a conclusive result. German bunds are in their
7th consecutive session of gains, pushing yields lower to -0.630%
Looking ahead: The highlight of the day from an economic data standpoint will be
the US Retail Sales after lunch. All eyes will be on the EU Summit today and also day 1
of the IMF Meetings. Later today we are due to get Q3 earnings results from the Bank
of New York Mellon.

British Prime Minister Boris Johnson is today due to set out his
position on the future of the Brexit negotiations. Johnson had
previously set this week as a deadline for negotiations, indicating
that his side would walk away had a deal not been reached by
now. 
As EU leaders met in Brussels yesterday for the first day of the EU
Summit, a firm messaging emerged from the talks that the United
Kingdom will have to compromise on the main outstanding issues
if there is to be an agreement soon. These outstanding matters
remain to be fisheries, governance with regard to solving disputes,
and fair competition. In their communications on the ongoing
talks, the EU Council has explained that the necessary conditions
for a deal have not been reached, however Chief Negotiator
Michel Barnier would continue talks with the UK, who should
make the crucial moves to make a deal possible.
European leaders each had their say yesterday, with Taoiseach
Micheál Martin once again pointing to the fact that the UK would
have to drop the offending sections of their new Internal Market
Bill, which is in direct breach of the Northern Ireland Protocol, if
the two sides are going to come to any sort of agreement.
EUR/GBP -0.05%, GBP/USD +0.25%, FTSE +1.25%, EuroStoxx
+1.25% this morning.

Brexit Latest

Daimler
Mercedes-Benz maker Daimler AG has this morning stated that
their preliminary results for the third quarter have come in above
market expectations, and that it is now expecting a strong finish to
2020. Daimler reported a preliminary EBIT of €3.07 billion versus a
€2.49 billion consensus forecast previously given by the firm. The
company said it will provide investors with an updated full-year
guidance report along with its quarterly results on October 23rd.
Free cash flow comes in at a robust €5.1b, with an additional
€1.2b dividend from its Chinese joint venture partner BBAC.
Shares in the carmaker are over 4% higher on Friday following the
release, now down just over 1% YTD.
For the industry as a whole: figures released today show that
monthly European car registrations rose for the first time this
year, suggesting somewhat of a recovery in the auto sector across
the continent, according to the European Automobile
Manufacturers' Association. New car registrations increased by
1.1% last month when compared with the same period last year,
to 1.3 million units in the EU, UK, and the 'European Free Trade
Association' nations.


